
Chapter 286:My Genes Evolve
Infinitely
BLOCK THE WAY
In the dark night forest shrouded in darkness, a line of more than
thirty genetic warriors is moving fast among the giant trees.

These genetic warriors are extremely tall, reaching about five meters.
They have two heads. There is no hair on their heads. They only have
a single horn on the top of their heads. Their ears are similar to elves,
and they are somewhat pointed, but compared to elves’ ears. Said a
lot more lenient.

Their auras are extremely powerful, the two leading them are
Emperors of War, and the rest are all powerhouses at the level of
Emperors of War.

Because in the Dark Night Forest, the ability to perceive is limited,
and it is generally difficult for even a war emperor to perceive a
hundred kilometers away. Their moving speed is not too fast, but it is
also not too slow.

One of the two war emperors headed up said:

"Speed   up! It won't take long to reach the destination! This action
must not be missed!"

The other two-headed people also condensed one after another, and
kept their heads down.

When a group of genetic warriors passed by a giant tree, the
branches of the giant tree squirmed slightly and turned into shadow
clones, watching the group of genetic warriors go away.

This is Lu Yuan's shadow clone. He synchronized his perception and
saw that the direction of the two-headed genetic warriors was exactly
where they were.
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At Lu Yuan's body, he withdrew his gaze from that direction, looked at
the three of Li Qinghe, and asked curiously:

"Sister Qinghe, what will happen if you encounter genetic warriors of
other races in the wilderness?"

Hearing this, the three of them were all taken aback. Si Tingyu looked
around instinctively, somewhat alert, while Li Qinghe and Shuangyue
glanced at Lu Yuan.

Li Qinghe smiled and said: "It depends on what race you encounter.
Some races are born to plunder others for their livelihoods. These
people will desperately attack the genetic warriors they encounter,
hoping to plunder each other's treasures. The more friendly races can
communicate with each other, and there is a high probability that
there will be no conflicts."

Hearing this, Lu Yuan nodded slightly, thought about it, and said:

"Then if it is killed by a genetic warrior, can it be resurrected?"

Shuangyue smiled: "In addition to being killed by alienated beasts,
other ordinary beasts and genetic warriors can be resurrected. Of
course, this does not make people relax, because if those genetic
warriors catch you, find Alienated beast’s lair, let the alienated beast
kill you, then you won’t be able to resurrect. This kind of situation is
actually not uncommon in the upper strata of Origin."

When Lu Yuan heard this, he raised his eyebrows slightly: "It turns out
that it is."

When the four of Lu Yuan were communicating, the two-headed team
had already approached the area where Lu Yuan was only about 60
kilometers away.

At this moment, the fast-moving two-headed warrior suddenly felt a
thick and incomparable darkness enveloped them.



Including the two powerful warlords, everyone found that their
perception abilities could hardly play any role.

Even if they were two powerful two-headed men at the battle
emperor level, their perception range at the moment was only about
one meter in front of them.

Their faces changed drastically, and a panic appeared.

One of the panicked voices sounded:

"I, I can't see it! Are you still there?"

"I'm here! Krus, where are you?!"

"Master Bathes! Are you still there?!"

"..."

Hearing the panicking voices of the crowd, although the two war
emperors headed by them were equally panicked, they both took a
deep breath and forced themselves to calm down.

One of the two-headed people yelled out from one of the heads:

"Calm down! Calm down!"

The other head looked around at the same time, a look of awe
appeared on his face:

"I don't know which senior is joking with us here? We are just passing
by. If we disturb the senior, we will change direction and change the
course."

One of the heads of the other war emperor also nodded again and
again: "Yes, senior, please don't be familiar with us."

Lu Yuan glanced at the two-headed man who was a little nervous and
frightened, and thought for a while, but didn't kill them. After all, Lu
Yuan didn't know who they were, whether they were a friendly race.



His goal is only to prevent these people from meeting Qinghe and the
others, so as to avoid any conflicts at the time.

If this were not the case, the Shadow Sanctuary used by Lu Yuan
would not only have this perception ability, he could even block his
voice.

The shadow clone stood on the branch of a giant tree, Lu Yuan looked
at the two-headed warrior below through the shadow clone, and his
leisurely voice sounded:

"Wait here for a while."

Hearing the voice, all the two-headed people's expressions of
restlessness and horror were all stiff, and then the headed Emperor
Zhan hurriedly said:

"Yes, I see, sir, we are waiting here!"

The shadow clone did not continue to reply, but quietly looked at the
two- headed warriors in the shadow sanctuary.

On the other side, Lu Yuan and Li Qinghe continued to go deep into
the forest. Along the way, they also encountered a few ordinary
beasts, but they were all king-level. They were easily killed by Si
Tingyu and obtained some materials and spirit crystals. .

It didn't take long for the four of them to move more than 20
kilometers, and they came to the area where Lu Yuan had sensed the
alienated fierce beast giant python.

Lu Yuan glanced at the giant python on the giant tree. The alienated
giant python also noticed the four of Lu Yuan. The green eyes flashed
with wisps of cold light, and the tentacles around him flowed slightly,
with traces of evil. breath.

At this moment, Li Qinghe had a sudden pause, his face was
condensed, and he said:



"Heavy rain, there are fierce beasts ahead."

Lu Yuan discovered that Li Qinghe's dark clone seemed to have
discovered the python on the branch.

Hearing Li Qinghe's words, Si Tingyu paused, his face condensed, and
a deep dragon roar sounded on her body, and golden red lin armor
appeared on the surface of her body, and her aura became much
stronger.

At this moment, the giant python on the branch in the distance
opened its mouth suddenly, a group of green light condensed in its
mouth, and shot towards Lu Yuan and the four.

Feeling the energy contained in the green light cluster, Si Tingyu
frowned slightly, and the spear in his hand vibrated, and a golden-red
color with a lin-armed shield was condensed in front of him.

The green light group burst on the shield, making a roar, the
aftermath raged, and the green light hit the trees on the side and
corroded the trees.

When the giant python acted, Shuangyue and Li Qinghe acted at the
same time.

Shuangyue slightly waved the staff in his hand, and the next moment,
the tree where the python was located suddenly had a strong rattan,
and all the rattans immediately tied the python, and when the python
was unable to move for a while.

At the same time, Li Qinghe disappeared in place. The next moment,
her body appeared in front of the branch where the giant python was.
Her whole body was torn apart, and dark sword lights emerged,
covering the giant python.

Lu Yuan felt the spatial fluctuations from this sword light, and Lu Yuan
knew Li Qinghe's combat skills.

It's called Shadow Instant Slash.



It is a fusion of the Shadow System and the Space System, which can
be said to be very precious.

Li Qinghe had already burned this combat technique when he was
fighting the king.

Facing the incomparably powerful attack, the giant python screamed,
and the tentacles around it vibrated more intensely. Because it could
not move, it condensed a green mask all over its body, trying to resist
the attack.

However, the spatial strength of Shadow Instant Slash is not weak,
after all, this is a combat technique with spatial power.

Soon, the light shield was torn, and then the sword light flashed,
tearing the giant python to pieces.

The cooperation of the three of Li Qinghe is quite tacit. In addition,
although the cultivation base of the three are all at the battle
emperor level, but their strength is not weak, they have recorded the
battle skills of the emperor. War.

Just an alienated fierce beast of imperial rank, for the three of them, it
is a very easy target to kill.

Lu Yuan knows a lot about the strengths of Li Qinghe and Si Tingyu.
Although Shuangyue’s strength Lu Yuan is not very clear, since he
can team up with Li Qinghe and Si Tingyu, it will certainly not be bad,
so for the performance of the three. , Lu Yuan didn't have the
slightest surprise.

After the alienated fierce beast died, Lu Yuan absorbed a ray of
unknown aura. The amount of this unknown aura was not much, even
less than the amount of the previous B-grade aliens.

But Lu Yuan was a little happy.



After all, in the upper layers of the land of origin, there are probably
many alienated fierce beasts like this, and the unknown aura of the
future has fallen.

A cloud of black mist spilled out of the dead python's body, and then
its flesh and blood corroded and turned into a cloud of ashes and
disappeared.

The giant python did not drop any treasures.

Regarding the fact that the alienated fierce beast would not drop
treasures, Lu Yuan had heard the three of Li Qinghe say before, and
did not care.

However, the Alienated Beast had merits, and Lu Yuan signed a
contract with the four of them, and the merits were evenly divided,
and he was also allocated 20 points of merit.

This feat information appeared directly in Lu Yuan's mind, a bit similar
to the war pattern space, as long as the mind moved, it could be
directly felt.

Lu Yuan looked a little surprised at 20 points of merit:

"A powerful alienated beast of the Emperor rank, is it such a
meritorious service?"

Secretary Ting Yu chuckled:

"A general king-level alienated fierce beast only has a merit of 1 to 10
points, while the royal-level alienated fierce beast's merit is almost 10
to 100 points. Of course, there are also some alienated fierce beasts
that are particularly powerful and have special bloodlines. , Then the
merits of these alienated fierce beasts will be higher."

Lu Yuan nodded slightly: "It turns out that it is."

He smiled and continued to speak: "Teacher, you three are so strong,
this emperor-level alienated fierce beast can be solved by you so
easily, I don't need to do it."



Shuangyue raised her eyebrows and said with a smile: "The three of
us have also been in the upper strata of Origin for a long time. If even
this alienated beast cannot be killed, then we will be treated for
nothing in the upper strata of Origin. NS."

"Shuangyue makes sense."

Li Qinghe nodded slightly, then smiled and said: "When you encounter
a stronger beast, you will need to take action."

Si Tingyu glanced at the ashes on the ground and said, "Go ahead."

The group of people continued to move forward, and at this moment,
Lu Yuan controlled the shadow clone, slowly dissipating the shadow
sanctuary that enveloped the two-headed team in the distance.

As the Shadow Sanctuary dissipated, a group of two-headed warriors
found that their perception abilities had returned, and there was still
a dazed look on both of their heads.

The two two-headed Zhandi looked at their team for the first time,
and when they found that no one was missing, they immediately
breathed a sigh of relief.

One of the heads of the war emperor looked around and bowed and
said:

"Thank you, my lord, for being around us."

The others also came back to their senses, with a trace of awe on
their faces, and they hurriedly bowed and saluted:

"Thank you, sir, for your mercy."

They all know that a person with such a powerful combat skill is
probably at least a saint.

Although I don't know why a war saint suddenly stopped them here,
as long as they didn't kill them, it was always a good thing.



If the war saint was really malicious, he could definitely catch a few
alienated fierce beasts, and they couldn't even resist.

All the two-headed people thought of this, and the awe in their eyes
became even worse.

Lu Yuan in the distance looked at these somewhat scared two-headed
people through the shadow clone, and couldn't help scratching his
head.

He is not a devil, why is he so afraid of him?

Seeing Lu Yuan's movements, Li Qinghe glanced at Lu Yuan with
some confusion:

"Brother Yuan, what's wrong with you?"

Lu Yuan returned to his senses, smiled and shook his head: "It's okay."

At the same time, Lu Yuan controlled the distant shadow clone to
dissipate.

A group of two-headed soldiers saw no answer for a long time. They
straightened up, looking at each other, and the atmosphere was a
little silent.

After being silent for a while, the leader of the war emperor opened
his mouth and said:

"Well, that lord may have already left. Let's go. If we drag on, I'm
afraid it will be too late."

They moved in the same direction that Lu Yuan and the four had
before, but by this time, Lu Yuan and the four had already crossed
that direction and headed to the deeper part of the forest.

…………

A few hours later, the four of Lu Yuan killed many ordinary beasts,
including some alienated beasts.



According to Li Qinghe's introduction, there are not too many
alienated beasts in the Dark Night Forest, so the danger is not
particularly high.

Lu Yuan agreed with this. These alienated fierce beasts are just the
emperor of war, and even the three of Li Qinghe can easily kill them.

Lu Yuan didn't have a chance to shoot along the way.

At this moment, they came to a small hillside in the forest, glanced at
the hillside, Shuangyue's eyes lit up, and she smiled and said:

"The emperor-level fierce beast should be in front."

Li Qinghe nodded, glanced at Lu Yuan, and said with a smile:

"Brother Yuan, it's your turn to take action later."

"Is that an ordinary beast or an alienated beast?"

Lu Yuan raised his eyebrows and glanced at the small hillside.

Hearing what Lu Yuan said, the three of them were all taken aback,
and then Li Qinghe spoke:

"Of course it is an ordinary fierce beast. If it is an emperor-level
alienated fierce beast, we have to flee. The strength of the alienated
fierce beast is stronger than that of the fierce beast of the same level,
and it is also stronger than the genetic warrior of the same level. We
are not opponents to the emperor-level alienated fierce beast."

Lu Yuan's face was a little weird~www.mtlnovel.com~ The Evolution
Cube in his body was shaking slightly, and his perception also told
him that the beast inside might be an alienated beast.

"Roar!!"

When Lu Yuan was thinking, a roar sounded, and then a group of
green flames burned, the powerful and evil aura slowly overflowed,



the hillside kept shaking, and even the surrounding trees were
shaking constantly.

"what?!"

The expressions of the three of Li Qinghe changed.

"Is it an alienated fierce beast? The fierce beast we encountered
before was actually alienated?!"

Si Tingyu frowned and couldn't help but whispered out.

"Run!"

Shuangyue's face was also extremely condensed.

Seeing that the three of them were going to bugger, Lu Yuan twitched
at the corner of his mouth:

"No, I'm here, Sister Qinghe, just watch it."

Hearing this, the three of them were taken aback, and they all gave
Lu Yuan a weird look.
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